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We present a Python implementation of a D- and E-region chemistry and

ionization code called pyGPI5. Particle precipitation that penetrates into

the E- and D-region of the ionosphere-thermosphere causes significant

enhancements of the electron density. Dissociative recombination of

molecular ions with electrons is the primary electron loss mechanism in the

E-region, down to approximately 85 km. However, below 85 km, chemical

processes become significantly more complicated with positive and negative

ions being generated in addition to electrons. The complex D-region ion

chemistry has been known for many decades. We present a formulation to

quantify the concentrations of four ion species composed of positive and

negative, light and heavy ions, and the electrons. The implementation we

describe in this investigation solves five ordinary stiff differential equations

simultaneously. We present an overview of the code, along with discussions

of the reaction rates, and assumptions used in the model. We describe

an implementation of the electron transport model to quantify the altitude

ionization profile caused by energetic particle precipitation. We show how to

instantiate the model, generate the ion and electron profiles as a function

of altitude for background conditions, how to generate altitude ionization

profiles, and running the code to produce ion and electron profiles caused

by energetic particle precipitation. Recent investigations that have used a

D-region chemistry model are discussed, along with some applications.
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1 Introduction

It has been well-established that the ion chemistry in the D-region of the ionosphere
is significantly more complicated than the ion chemistry in the E- or F-regions (Rishbeth
andGarriott, 1969; Brekke, 2013). Early rocket observations from ionmass spectrometers
resolved positive and negatively charged ions (Narcisi and Bailey, 1965). The D-region
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electron density has strong impacts on the absorption of
high frequency (HF) radio wave propagation (Davies, 1990;
Zawdie et al., 2017).

The D-region electron density can be significantly
enhanced by energetic particle precipitation. These electron
density enhancements can be observed with VLF networks
(Cummer et al., 1997; Marshall et al., 2019; Hendry et al., 2020),
optical techniques (Marshall et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2019),
at X-ray wavelengths (Marshall et al., 2020), riometers
(Marshall and Cully, 2020), and using incoherent scatter radar
(Marshall et al., 2014; Miyoshi et al., 2015; Sivadas et al., 2017;
Kaeppler et al., 2020; Sanchez et al., 2022). Marshall and
Cully (2020) provides an excellent review of observational
techniques. However, quantifying observational parameters
requires a model that describes the chemistry of the
D-region.

There are relatively few models that describe the D-
region ion chemistry. To date, the Sodankylä Ion Chemistry
(SIC) model is the most comprehensive model of D-
region chemistry (Verronen et al., 2005; Turunen et al., 2009;
Turunen et al., 2016). SIC is a 1-D vertical transport code that
is valid between 20–150 km, with 1 km resolution, and takes
into account hundreds of chemical reactions that are driven by
solar UV, X-ray, or energetic particle precipitation. SIC solves for
the concentrations of at least 65 ions, 36 of which are positive
ions, 29 of which are negative ions, and 15 minor neutral
species (Turunen et al., 2009, and references therein). There
have been recent efforts to incorporate the chemical reactions
described in the SIC model into global whole-atmosphere
models (Kovács et al., 2016; Verronen et al., 2016).

A second, more simplified, model was originally written
by Glukov, Pasko, and Inan (GPI) (Glukhov et al., 1992) which
solved four simultaneous differential equations representing the
time evolution of the electrons, light positive and negative ions,
and heavy positive cluster ions. The GPI model makes the
important simplification that ion species and the electrons are
modeled as individual fluids; the methodology does not track
the evolution of individual ion constituents. The GPI model also
does not compute the time evolution of the neutrals.The reaction
rates used in the equations are effective reaction rates for the
fluid. Lehtinen and Inan (2007)went on tomodify theGPImodel
to include heavy negative cluster ions; therefore, GPI5 solves
simultaneously for five ordinary differential equations. Lehtinen
and Inan (2007) also made modifications to some of the reaction
rates relative to Glukhov et al. (1992).

In this investigation, we present a Python implementation
of the GPI5 D-region chemistry and ionization model, which
we call pyGPI5. The goal is to produce an open-source,
easy-to-use, fast, D-region chemistry and ionization model
that is accurate and sufficient for many applications. pyGPI5
provides an implementation of ionization models developed
by Fang et al. (2008) and Fang et al. (2010). In Section 2, we

present the implementation of the pyGPI5 code, which includes
a description of the Python classes. Section 3 presents results
which demonstrate various model outputs and basic results.
A Jupyter notebook is included in the github repository that
shows how the figures for this section were generated. Section 4
presents some recent results that have utilized D-region
chemistry codes, not specific to the Python implementation, and
demonstrating some applications.

2 Methodology

2.1 Overview

We briefly discuss an overview of the code architecture with
an emphasis on the production of electron density.There are two
Python classes that compromise the code: the Chemistry class
and theIonization class.TheChemistry class contains the
heart of the GPI5 code, in which, five first order stiff ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) that describe the time evolution
of the electrons, light positive and negative ions, and heavy
positive and negative cluster ions are solved simultaneously. The
Ionization class produces an altitude ionization profile that
is necessary in the equations describing the time evolution of the
ions and electrons.

As a forward model, the altitude resolved ionization
profile is used as an input. However, in pyGPI5 the inverse
problem is solved to produce the background ionization,
i.e., given an observed or empirical electron density, the
altitude ionization profile is determined. Estimating the
differential number flux given the altitude ionization profile
is not discussed in this paper, but there are several useful
papers that present techniques to address this problem
(Semeter and Kamalabadi, 2005; Simon Wedlund et al., 2013;
Turunen et al., 2016; Sivadas et al., 2017; Kaeppler et al., 2020).

Before describing the code implementation in more detail,
we elaborate on a few important assumptions. First, pyGPI5
is a 1-D model in the vertical component for a given
longitude and latitude. The equations described below are
solved at each altitude independently and there is no coupling
between altitudes. Second, the time evolution of the ion
and electron equation is quantified, but each time interval
is quantified independently, depending on the ionization
profile and the neutral atmospheric parameters. Third, the
specification of the neutral atmosphere and corresponding
neutral constituents is specified using the NRLMSIS00 model
(Picone et al., 2002). pyGPI5 does not solve differential equations
describing the time evolution of the neutral species. Fourth,
transport effects associated with electric fields and neutral
winds are not considered in the continuity equations presented
below.
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2.2 D-region chemistry class

The heart of the code is contained in the Chemistry class
in which five coupled stiff first order differential equations are
solved that describe the time evolution of the ions and electrons.
The equations from Lehtinen and Inan (2007) that we solve are:

dne
dt
= q+ γn− + γxn

−
x − βne − αdnen+ − α

c
dnen
+
x (1a)

dn−

dt
= βne − γn− − αin− (n+ + n+x ) −Xn− (1b)

dn−x
dt
= −γxn

−
x − αin−x (n+ + n+x ) +Xn− (1c)

dn+

dt
= q−Bn+ − αdnen

+ − αin
−n+ − αin

−
xn
+ (1d)

dn+x
dt
= −αcdnen

+
x +Bn+ − αin−n+x − αin−xn+x (1e)

where Table 1 summarizes the terms found in Eq. 1. These
equations are a set of stiff ordinary differential equations that
we numerically solve using the Python Scipy ode package.
We use the vode integration option with the backward
differentiation formulas (bdf) to solve the stiff set of differential
equations.

An observed electron density is composed of both
a background electron density and the electron density
enhancements caused by energetic particle precipitation or
other sources (e.g., solar X-rays, galatic cosmic rays, etc). The
background is required as an initial condition upon which
the enhanced electron density overlays. We use a bounded
bisection method (Press et al., 2007) to derive the ionization

TABLE 1 Variables that are used in Eq. 1.

Symbol Definition Units

ne electron density cm−3

n+ light positive ions cm−3

n− light negative ions cm−3

n−x heavy negative cluster ions cm−3

n+x heavy positive cluster ions cm−3

γ effective electron detachment rate s−1

γx effective electron detachment rate for heavy ions s−1

αd effective coefficient of dissociative recombination cm−3s−1

αcd effective recombination of electrons with positive
cluster ions

cm−3s−1

αi ion-ion recombination rate cm−3s−1

B effective position ions into positive cluster ions s−1

X conversion rate from negative light ions to negative
heavy ions

s−1

β effective electron attachment rate s−1

q altitude ionization rate cm−3s−1

profile given an observed electron density or an electron density
from a standard model, i.e., the 2016 International Reference
Ionosphere (IRI) (Bilitza et al., 2017). At each altitude (z) an
iterative process occurs in which, the ionization (q(z)) is varied,
the ODEs are solved, and themodel electron density is compared
to the observations or an empirical specification. For the case of
the background electron density, we use the corresponding IRI
electron density profile, run the bisectionmethod, and derive the
altitude ionization profile. For energetic particle precipitation,
the process is the same, but in this case observations are used.
We assume that each altitude is independent of other altitudes
when running the bisection method.

The reaction rates used in Eq. 1 are found in
Glukhov et al. (1992) and Lehtinen and Inan (2007). Many of
these reaction rates are dependent on the neutral number density,
Nm, as a function of altitude;we use theNRLMSIS00neutralmass
densitymodel for atmospheric specification (Picone et al., 2002).
We briefly summarize the reaction rates used, but more
details regarding the origin of these coefficients can be found
in Glukhov et al. (1992) and Lehtinen and Inan (2007). The
effective recombination of electrons with positive cluster ions
(n+) we use is

αcd = 10
−5 [cm3s−1] (2)

(Glukhov et al., 1992; Florescu-Mitchell andMitchell, 2006).
The effective ion–ion recombination between positive ions with
negative ions is

αi = 10−7 +Nm × 10−24 [cm3s−1] , (3)

which includes three-body mutual neutralization processes that
are important below 40 km altitude (Lehtinen and Inan, 2007,
and references therein). The effective electron attachment rate is

β = N2
m5.6× 10−32 [cm3s−1] (4)

which is an approximation for 3-body processes based on the
temperature dependent formula found in Glukhov et al. (1992),
but evaluated for a specific temperature T = 200K and specified
atmospheric concentrations. See Lehtinen and Inan (2007) for
more details. The conversion rate from light positive ions, n+, to
heavy cluster ions n+x is described by the term B,

B = N2
m × 10−31 [s−1] (5)

The detachment rate of heavy negative ions, γx, is defined as
γx = 0 at night and has a constant rate, γx = 0.002, during the
day which is primarily due to photodetachment. We define X as,

X = 0.2× 10−30N2
m [s
−1] (6)

which corresponds to the conversion rate from light (n−) to heavy
negative ions.
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The effective electron detachment rate, γ, corresponds to the
following reaction of O2,

O−2 +O2→ e− + 2O2 (7)

and the default value in the code is specified as

γ = 3× 10−17Nm [s
−1] (8)

However, two other options are available. The first option is
described by Eq.7 in Lehtinen et al. (1999),

γ = 8.61× 10−10Nme
−6030/Tn [s−1] (9)

Where Tn is the neutral temperature. The second option is a
slightly modified equation derived by (Kozlov et al., 1988)

γ = 2.7× 10−10Nme
−5590/Tn√(

Tn

300
) [s−1] (10)

The neutral temperature, Tn, needed in both calculations is
provided by the NRLMSISE00 model.

pyGPI5 has been modified to include chemistry in the E-
region of the ionosphere. In the E-region, the primary loss
process is dissociative recombination (αd) of the dominant
molecular ions NO+ and O+2 (Schunk and Nagy, 2004). The
GPI5 code originally used a constant recombination rate for
αd. However for pyGPI5, we use the following recombination
rates for NO+ and O+2 (Schunk and Nagy, 2004), for
Te < 1200 K:

αO+2 = 1.95× 10
−7(300/Te)

0.70 [cm3s−1]

αNO+ = 3.50× 10−7(300/Te)
0.69 [cm3s−1]

(11)

and for Te > 1200 K:

αO+2 = 1.95× 10
−7(300/Te)

0.56 [cm3s−1]

αNO+ = 3.02× 10
−7(300/Te)

0.56 [cm3s−1]
(12)

where Te is the electron temperature from IRI2016. These
two recombination rates are weighted using the relative
concentrations of NO+ and O+2 :

α (z) = ∑
i
Ici (z)αi (z) (13)

where Ici corresponds to the ion concentration that can be taken
from IRI2016which internally derives these values from the FLIP
ion chemistry model (Richards et al., 2010).

There is one free parameter that is required to solve Eq. 1
which is the equation integration time, or the end time for
the integration of the ODEs. The chemistry interactions are
very rapid in the D-region, with steady-state conditions being
achieved of the order of seconds or less; while in the E-
region, 1–10 s of seconds is considered a pretty typical steady-
state interval (Semeter and Kamalabadi, 2005). For example,
Marshall et al. (2014) shows a 5 MeV 0.1A beam that has a

peak electron density enhancement at 44 km, but the recovery
time to ambient levels occurs of the order of 10–100 ms.
These fundamental recovery time are the basis for the choice
of the integration time, although the integration scheme
should have time steps that are significantly shorter than
the characteristic recovery time. However, in some cases, an
appropriate integration time may depend on the application for
which the code is being used or on another constraint, such as,
the time interval associated with the observations. For the case of
ISR, the collection time of the radar, i.e., the integration interval,
is typically significantly longer and of the order of 10–300 s for
most experiments. Therefore, it makes sense to use the longer
integration interval for the equations when comparing to ISR
observations. A recent experiment by Bernhardt et al. (2022)
examined the decay of the electron density from stimulated
VLF emissions using rocket engines, which were of the order of
15–240 s.

2.3 Ionization class

The second class in pyGPI5 is the Ionization class.
Fang et al. (2008) and Fang et al. (2010) derived an easy-to-
calculate electron transport model. Fang et al. (2008) derived
the parameterization assuming that the precipitating electron
energy flux was characterized by a Maxwellian distribution.
Fang et al. (2010) expanded upon Fang et al. (2008) by relaxing
the Maxwellian assumption and using monoenergetic beams
thus enabling the use of other data sets (i.e., satellite data)
with discrete energies. Effectively, Fang et al. (2008) and
Fang et al. (2010) solved the following equations,

q (z) =
Q0

2Δϵ
f (y,E0)
H (z)

(14a)

f (y,E0) = C1y
C2 exp(−C3y

C4) +C5y
C6 exp(−C7y

C8) (14b)

y = 1
E0
(
ρ (z)H (z)

α0
)
β0

(14c)

Ci = exp(∑
j
Pij ln(E0)

j) (14d)

where Δϵ is the ion-pair production energy (i.e., 35 eV), Q0
is the energy flux, H(z) = kBTn(z)/m(z)g(z) is the atmospheric
scale height, ρ(z) is the atmospheric mass density given by
NRLMSIS00, and α0 is a constant. Pij and β0 are fit parameters
that depend on whether the incident differential number flux is
a Maxwellian distribution (Fang et al., 2008) or monoenergetic
(Fang et al., 2010), and are not repeated here.

A key model which will be implemented in future versions
of pyGPI5 is the Boulder Electron Radiation to Ionization
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(BERI) model (Xu et al., 2020). BERI was developed as an easy-
to-calculate ionization model that included pitch angle effects
and is valid for energies of 3 keV–33 MeV. This model was
specifically designed to address whether pitch angle effects had
important consequences in D-region andmesosphere chemistry.
In addition, other transport models can be implemented in
pyGPI5. For a summary of other transport models, we refer the
read to the monograph by Kaeppler et al. (2020).

2.4 Comparisons with Sodankylä ion
chemistry

The GPI5 implementation has been compared with results
from the SIC model in a few limited cases. Figure 3 (not shown
here) in Marshall et al. (2019) presents a comparison of the two
models for the case of a 1 MeV electron beamdelivering 1 kJ over
100 pulses every 5 ms.The comparison shows that the altitude of
the peak electron density of the GPI5 model was 60 km, while
the peak altitude for the SIC model was 61 km. Additionally,
the SIC model predicted a peak electron density that was 50%
larger than the GPI5 model. In spite of the differences the overall
agreement between both models is favorable. An area of future
effort could be more systematic comparisons between GPI5 and
the SIC model.

3 Results

We present examples of different implementations
within pyGPI5. The figures below can be generated in
the RunExamples.ipynb Jupyter notebook. The results
presented were collected with the Poker Flat Incoherent
Scatter Radar (PFISR) (65.13°N and 147.47°W) for 08 May
2018 at 0500 UTC. This interval and location were chosen
to be similar to an event of energetic particle precipitation
presented in Sanchez et al. (2022). The geomagnetic conditions
associated with this time interval were Dst = -30 nT and Kp =
2 (Sanchez et al., 2022). We present results from 60 to 150 km
altitudes at 1 km altitude resolution.

Figure 1 presents reaction rates described in Table 1 that
are necessary to solve Eq. 1. The left column shows the
recombination rates and the right column presents the other
coefficients, both columns are separated by units. For the
effective recombination rate, αd, at approximately 75 km, the
concentrations of NO+ and O+2 both go to zero, thus resulting
in the effective recombination rate going to zero at this altitude.
Above 100 km, we see that the recombination rate has a nearly
exponential decrease with respect to altitude, which is similar
to previous investigations (Vickrey et al., 1982; Gledhill, 1986).
The altitude profile of β, B, and X are similar to the NRLMSIS00
neutral mass density, as expected.

FIGURE 1
Altitude profiles of the coefficients used in Eq. 1. The left column shows the recombination rates with units of cm3s−1 and the right column
shows other reaction rates which have units of s−1. The profiles are shown from 60 to 150 km altitudes at the location of the Poker Flat
Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR) on 08 May 2018 at 0500 UTC.
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Figure 2 shows the altitude ionization profiles for a
monoenergetic flux and a Maxwellian energy distribution. The
altitude ionization profiles caused by the monoenergetic energy
flux described in Fang et al. (2010), while for the Maxwellian
energy flux we used the Fang et al. (2008) implementation. In
both cases, the same input energy flux of 1 mW/m2 was used,
but different monoenergetic beam energies or characteristic
energy for the Maxwellian flux were used.

The peak altitude of the electron density for the Maxwellian
flux distribution occurs at a lower altitude relative to the
monoenergetic beam with the same energy. For example, the
altitude of the peak electron density for the 2 keVmonoenergetic
beam is approximately 125 km, while the peak altitude for
the 2 keV Maxwellian distribution is approximately 107 km.
The Maxwellian distribution has a characteristic energy, E0,
which corresponds to the energy at which the peak flux
occurs. However, the average energy ⟨E⟩ is used instead
because it is a figure of merit that is independent of the
spectral shape of the differential energy flux. For the a
Maxwellian, ⟨E⟩ = 2E0 (Robinson et al., 1987), and the energy
in the legend of Figure 2 corresponds to the characteristic
energy. If we compare the peak altitude of 2 keV Maxwellian
flux with the 4 keV monoenergetic beam, the altitudes are
much closer to each other, which is consistent with the
difference between the average energy and the characteristic
energy.

Figure 3 shows altitude profiles for the light and heavy
positive and negative ions, and the electrons, respectively.The left
column shows the altitude profiles for background conditions,

which correspond to an IRI run on 08 May 2018 at 0500 UT. As
stated in Section 2.2, Eq. 1 is solved in steady state to produce
the light and heavy ion and electron profiles. The right column
shows the response of the electron density caused by a 300 keV
monoenergetic beam with a 1 mW/m2 energy flux. The light
positive ions, n+, are the dominant ion species down to 85 km,
and approximatelymatch inmagnitudewith the electron density.
The responsewe observe is whatwould be expected for chemistry
with molecular ions in the E-region of the ionosphere. Below
85 km, for the background case the positive light ions, positive
heavy ions, and negative heavy ions have similar magnitudes.
These species work together to cause the electron density
to be lower than simply the positive light ions contribution
alone.

During the case of enhanced ionization from the energetic
particle precipitation the electron density has a peak at ∼ 75 km
altitude. The peak altitude of the electron density is consistent
with the altitude of the peak ionization shown in Figure 2.
The electron density above 100 km altitude is unaffected by the
energetic precipitation since the peak altitude of the ionization
is below 80 km. The light positive ions approximately balance
the electrons at all altitudes. This is partially a consequence of
Eq. 1a and Eq. 1d), since both of these equations contain the
altitude ionization profile represented by q. Although we note
that a secondary peak in the negative light ions has developed at
∼ 75 km altitude during the energetic precipitation, eventhough
it is 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than the positive light
ions. The heavy positive and negative ions have the largest
magnitude below 85 km, although there is no difference between

FIGURE 2
The altitude ionization rates for monoenergetic and Maxwellian flux distributions in the left and right columns, respectively. The monoenergetic
beam energy and characteristic energy of the Maxwellian distribution are shown in the caption. Both of these cases use a 1 mW/m2 energy flux.
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FIGURE 3
The altitude profiles of the positive and negative heavy and light ions, and the electrons. The left column shows the altitude profiles for the
background, corresponding to IRI, at PFISR on 08 May 2018 at 0500 UT. The right panel shows the same time interval, but now including a
monoenergetic beam with energy 300 keV and an energy flux of 1 mW/m2. The equations are integrated for 1 s.

the background versus interval with particle precipitation.
However, it is important to note that the cluster ions have
effectively equal and opposite total charge, so these species do
not impact the electron density or the light ions. The lack of
difference is due to the coefficients being fixed by the empirical
specification of the neutralmass density, which does not evolve in
time.

Figure 4 shows how the electron density varies as a function
of integration time (end time) for three monoenergetic beam
energies. Each column shows a monoenergetic beam with an
energy flux of 1 mW/m2 but different energies corresponding
to 300 keV, 50 keV, and 10 keV in the left, middle, and right
columns, respectively. We chose a set of integration times to
show the evolution and 300s (5 min) being a typical time interval
associated with ISR experiments. For the 300 keV energy, the
peak altitude moves up from 75 km to 80 km between 10 s and
60 s. We also find that 60 s of integration has reached a steady-
state configuration, since there is little difference between the
electron density profile at 60 s or 300 s. We find in all cases that
going from 1 s to 5 s of integration seems to change the electron
density profile significantly. For the 50 keV beam, steady-state
has nearly been achieved between 5 and 10 s, and similarly for the
10 keV beam; one conclusion we can draw is that 10 s is nearly
steady-state for energies above 100 keV. The peak for the 50 keV

and 10 keV beams occurs at just below 90 km and near 100 km
altitude, respectively.

4 Discussion and applications

We present recent examples that have used the GPI5
formulation. Marshall et al. (2014) and Marshall et al. (2019)
quantify ground-based observables (i.e., electron density,
photons, etc.) caused by a beam of energetic electrons driven by a
linear accelerator. Both papersmodeled optical emission, X-rays,
and electron density enhancements that could be measured with
ISR. Marshall and Cully (2020) also modeled subionospheric
VLF signatures that would be modified by energetic particle
preciptiation. The GPI5 framework provides ion and electron
densities which can be used to calculate light emission, VLF
propagation, or used directly, as in the case of ISR.

Sanchez et al. (2022) presents an observational study of
energetic particle precipitation observed with the Poker Flat
Incoherent Scatter Radar for an event on 8 May 2018. During
this event there were near conjunctions (< 500 km) between the
Van Allen Probes satellites A and B and PFISR, thus enabling the
electromagnetic wave fields to be observed nearly simultaneously
relative to ground-based observations of the precipitation.
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FIGURE 4
The electron density vs. altitude is plotted to show the relaxation time for a monoenergetic flux at 300 keV, 50 keV, and 10 keV shown as the left,
middle, and right columns, respectively. All examples have an energy flux of 1 mW/m2. We find that the 50 keV and 10 keV beams come into
near steady state after 10 s, while the 300 keV beam takes 60 s.

The satellite electromagnetic wave data were predominantly
chorus waves, which were used in quasi-linear diffusion codes
to produce enhanced pitch angle scatter diffusion rates and
the loss cone population. The BERI code was then used to
produce observable signatures which were compared with the
PFISR observations of electron density. Ma et al. (2022) presents
similar results to Sanchez et al. (2022), but instead using near
conjunctions between the Arase satellite and PFISR. In this
case, Ma et al. (2022) found cases where plasmaspheric hiss was
generating energetic precipitation that was observed with PFISR.

Bernhardt et al. (2022) demonstrated how rocket motors can
impact the local plasma environment that can energize ions.The
energized ions cause significant enhancement in VLF emission,
which enhance wave particle interactions and thus generate
energetic particle precipitation. Bernhardt et al. (2022) used the
SICmodel tomodel theD-region ionospheric response as a result
of the energetic precipitation, which is detectable using ISR.They
also modeled the impacts to subionospheric VLF propagation
were also shown for a notional NLK transmitter to a receiver
located in Dover DE.

Bernhardt et al. (2022) also calculated the impact that D-
region electron density enhancements have on the absorption of
high frequency radio wave propagation at 30 MHz, consistent
with what one might expect to observe with a riometer.
Recently, Zawdie et al. (2017) presented a review of methods for
calculating the absorption rate of HF radio waves. Eq. 3 from

Zawdie et al. (2017) presents the complex part of the wavevector,
k = kr + iκ,

κ = e2

2ϵ0mc
1
μ

neνe
ν2e + (2π f ±Ωe cos θ)

2 (15)

where νe is the electron collision frequency, Ωe is the electron
cyclotron frequency, θ is the angle between k and the magnetic
field B0, and f is the frequency of the transmitter.The plus/minus
sign corresponds to ordinary (O-mode) and extraordinary
(X-mode) propagation, respectively. Deviate absorption
corresponds to the case when neνen is large, and clearly this case is
achieved during energetic particle precipitation (Davies, 1990).
The pyGPI5 model provides a suitable means to model the
D-region electron density enhancements.

5 Summary and conclusion

We present an open source python code base, pyGPI5,
designed to quantify the vertical profile of light and heavy
positive and negative ions and electrons in the D- and E-region
of the ionosphere. An important distinction of this model is
that the ions and electrons are treated as single fluids and the
chemical reaction rates are represented by effective rates. The
formulation in the pyGPI5 model is in contrast to the Sodankylä
Ion Chemistry model, which tracks the time evolution of specific
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ions. pyGPI5 solves five simultaneous coupled stiff ordinary
differential equations, corresponding to heavy and light positive
and negative ions, plus electrons. However, pyGPI5 does not
solve differential equations describing the time evolution of the
neutral species.

We present an overview of the code architecture, including
the two dominant python classes that comprise the code. The
Chemistry class solves the time evolution of the light and
heavy ions and electrons. The reaction rates used in the code
are presented. The Ionization class generates an altitude
ionization profile which is a necessary input for the five
differential equations and can change depending on the driving
precipitation. For the ionization profiles, we implemented the
Fang et al. (2008) and Fang et al. (2010) models for Maxwellian
and monoenergetic beams, respectively. A future step will be to
implement the Boulder Electron Radiation to Ionization model
that describes the electron precipitation. Other ionospheric
models, neutral atmospheric models, and transport codes could
be implemented within the framework of pyGPI5.

We present results showing different model outputs. The
figures presented in the results section are contained within a
Jupyter notebook that is on the github page. We show how to
instantiate the model, generate the altitude ion and electron
profiles for background conditions, how to generate altitude
ionization profiles, and how to generate the ion and electron
profiles corresponding to energetic particle precipitation.We also
show how the peak electron density changes for characteristic
relaxation times. We present recent results that have used D-
region chemistry models and including a few applications that
require a D-region chemistry model, such as, absorption of high
frequency radio waves.

In conclusion, we present the pyGPI5 model and the
source code as a straight-forward model to generate D- and E-
region ion and electron profiles as a function of altitude. We
have additionally presented assumptions and caveats that the
user should be aware of when running this code for a given
application. We also emphasize once again that this model does
have some significant simplifications and if the topics of interest
require an understanding of the evolution of a specific ion
species, other models are better suited to address those needs,
such as the Sodankylä Ion Chemistry model.
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